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The asymptotic behavior asI + ~13 is analysed for solutions u(L) of quasilinear 
symmetric hyperbolic systems ofthe form 
A%, + A’u I, +IC’u, =F 
u(O, x, 1) = uo(x, A), 
where the Ak and F depend on t, x, u, and u/A, but the Cl are constant. Theresults 
are applied tothe equations of lightly compressible fluid dynamics toobtain a 
generalized form of the acoustics equations that describe the first-order correction 
to incompressible flow. The special case of a barotropic fluid was analyzed 
previously by Klainerman and Majda. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTR~D~JCTION 
As a starting point, consider the equations ofslightly compressible 
barotropic fluid dynamics, which can be written i the form 
p PO+; [u,+(u’v)u]+~vr=o ( ) 
(1.1) 
and let he initial d ta be 
r(0, x, A) = r;(x) +;t+(x) (1.3) 
u(0, x, 1) = t&x) +; I&x). (1.4) 
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Here u(t, x, 1) is the velocity of the fluid, PO is a constant, 
P = P, + (l/n) r(t, x A) is the pressure, andp(P) is the density; the 
equations have been nondimensionalized by introducing the parameter 1, 
which is essentially the inverse ofthe Mach number (cf. [7]). Assuming 
that pis sufficiently smooth, p and dp/dP are positive, and that rg, r,!,, u:
and U; lie in a sufficiently high Sobolev space H”, Klainerman d Majda 
have proven [7,8] the following description of the asymptotic behavior f
the .solutions-to this ystem as 1 --f cc. 
(A) The initial-value problem (l.l)-( 1.4) is well-posed unformly ini, 
i.e., r and u exist as a classical solution some time interval [0, T] 
independent of A and are bounded in H” on [0, r] by some constant 
independent of 1. 
If r,(O, x 1) and ~~(0, x 2) are 0( 1) as A-+ co then in addition 
(B) r = rz+ 0(1/l) and U= u”+ 0(1/L) where ri is constant and 
u”( t, x) satisfies th  incompressible fluid quations p( P,)[ uy + (u” . V) u”] 
+ Vrc =0, V . u” = 0, where rc is the pressure in the sense of incompressible 
fluid dynamics. (If the domain of the spatial variables x i R” then rz must 
equal zero, but this need not be true if the domain 0f.x is the n-torus T”.) 
(C) r = r: + (l/n) n(t, x) + Cy=i I2-%‘(f, x, 2)and u = u”(t, x)+ 
x,2 i A-%k( t, x, A), where (r’, ui) satisfy a linear hyperbolic system with 
coefficients d pending on { (rj, It’) Ii<; and K. The expansions forand u are 
convergent a dwhen they are truncated after the ith term the error is 
O(d-(i+l)). When rX = 0 = u” the equations for (rl, u’) reduce to the 
standard equations of linearized accoustics. 
(D) If u” exists inH” on [0, To] then (r(l), u(l)) exist in H” on 
[0, To] provided IIis sufficiently large. 
(E) rl(t, x A) and ~,(t, x 1) are O(l), and if the time derivatives of r 
and u through some order k, as calculated formally from (l.l)-(1.4), are 
0( 1) at t = 0 then they remain 0( 1) on [0, To]. 
We will be considering the extent to which (Ah(E) generalize to the 
initial-value problem for quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic systems ofthe 
form 
~o(t,x,u,u/l)u,+A’(t,x,u,u/;l)u~,+IC’u~,=F(t,x,u,u/l); (1.5) 
the results obtained will be applied tothe incompressible limit of the full 
Euler equations i  which pdepends on the entropy S as well as P and an 
equation for the volution of Sis appended to(1.1 b(1.2). The analogue of
(A) (which will be referred to hereinafter as just (A) and similarly for (B), 
etc.) was proven by Klainerman d Majda [7] for systems having form 
(1.5) except that A0 depends only on u/L, not on t, x, and U, assuming of
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course that he initial d ta is 0( 1). If A0 does depend on u then (A) does 
not hold in general, s can be seen from the example e-“uI + Au, =0 with 
~(0, X, A) = u”(x) # 0. The method of characteristics shows that udevelops 
a shock in finite time [lo], since the fact hat u” is in H” implies that it 
cannot be nondecreasing; the factor fL can be scaled into the time, so the 
time of breakdown isconstant /L. 
Even the additional assumption 
u,(O, x A) = O( 11, (1.6) 
which was needed only in (Bk(E) for system (l.l)-(1.2), and which 
excludes the above xample, isnot efficient to ensure that (A) holds; ee 
Example 1below. However, ifin addition to the above assumptions, 
The rank of the matrix kjc’ is independent of k’ for R# 0, (1.7) 
then (A) holds [12]; the importance of assumption (1.7) has been pointed 
out by Kreiss [9]. The case A0 = A’(& x, u/n) lies in between: ifthe initial 
data re O(1) and (1.7) holds then (A) is true without assuming (1.6) (see 
Remark 4.1 below), but it is not sufficient simply for the initial d ta to be 
U( 1 ), as can be seen from aslight modification of Example 1. 
If we strengthen slightly heassumptions needed for (A), by requiring  
addition to (1.6) and (1.7) that he initial d ta ~(0, x, 2) equal u:(x) + o(l), 
then aweakened form of (B) holds [123: u(t, x, A) = u’(t, x)+ o(l), where 
u” satisfies th  limiting equations 
AO(t, x u”, 0) uy + A’(t, x UO, 0) u;, + dux, =F(t, x, UO, 0) (1.8) 
cjuo =0 5 (1.9) 
uO(0, x)= l&(x). (1.10) 
Here u is the constraining force that ensures that (1.9) holds; it is 
analogous tothe pressure z in the incompressible Eu r equations. A 
further strengthening of the assumption the initial data to 
~(0, x, A) = u:(x) + 0( l/L) does not ensure that u(t, x, 2) will converge 
faster touO(f, x), however; this convergence canstill bearbitrarily slow
even for linear systems-see Example 2. This phenomenon ccurs when the 
domain of x is R”, but not when it is T”, and is due to the fact hat 
{ ciw, 1w E Hi} is not closed inL2 in the former case. Now it urns out that 
du, is the limit of functions i  {dw,.,) w EW), so that in general v ELf,, 
and Vu E H”- ‘, but u and its time derivatives ne dnot be in L2(R”). 
However, ifin addition to (1.6k( 1.7), ~(0, x, 2) = u:(x) + 0( l/n) and 
u and its first  ime derivatives timeare in L2 not merely Lk,, (1.11) 
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then (B) holds, i.e., u = u”+ 0(1/L). The proof of this fact given in [12] 
was incomplete, so a corrected proof will be given below (Theorem 1). 
For the case of the barotropic Euler equations, taking the divergence of 
the limiting equation p(Po)[uy + (u’. V) u”] +Vrr =0 and using the fact 
that V. u” = 0, we obtain 
47-c = -1 p(Po) ai aj(uo)i (UOY’ or 7c= -p(P,)C [f3if3jd-1][(uo)‘(uo~]. 
i, i i, i
(1.12) 
Since H” is an algebra for ssufficiently large, (u’)~ (u”,’ isin L*; since the 
Riesz-transforms ai d - I/* map L* to L*, rt is in L*, and differentiating n 
time shows the same for its derivatives. Thi  explains why (B) holds for 
system (1.1 )-( 1.2). The case of full Euler equations will be examined in 
detail later; it will be shown that aslightly weakened version f(B), but 
not (B) itself, holds on R*. 
Concerning the xpansion in (C), it should be noted that as indicated, in 
general U’and higher order terms depend on 1 even if the initial d ta has 
the form ~(0, x, A) = U!(X) + (l/n) u;(X), ascan be seen by the solution 
u = (l/I) cos(x- At) of the equation U, + AU, =0 with initial data 
u(0) = (l/A) cos x. The reason that u” is independent of 1 is that u,(O, x 2) 
is required to be 0( 1); without this requirement u” will in general depend 
on I and so u(L) need not converge as,I-+ co, although it as been shown 
for system (1.1 )-( 1.2) on R” that u(I) still converges w akly to the solution 
of the incompressible Euler quations [ 1,151. 
For systems ofthe form (IS), if (1.6), (1.7), (1.11) hold and ~(0, x, 1) = 
4x4 + (l/J) 4x) + . . . then (C) holds except that he quation satisfied by 
u’ may still benonlinear (Theorems 2 and 3), as in Example 3 below. This 
example also shows that lim, _o. of the time of existence of u(I) may be 
strictly less than the time of existence To of the limiting solution u”,i.e., (D) 
need not hold. This contrasts notonly with system (1.1 k(1.2) but also with 
a variety ofother singular limits for which the analogue of(D) has been 
proven [3,4,6, 133. However, since the higher-order terms tarting with u* 
still satisfy linear equations, u(L) does exist, for 1sufhciently large, onany 
time interval [0, T,] on which u” exists and u’(L) exists and is bounded 
independently of 1 (Theorem 2). 
Finally, (E) is valid under the assumptions for(C), provided the time 
interval is restricted to [0, T,]. Furthermore wh n u,,(O, x, I) is 0( 1) as 
well as u(O) and u,(O), then u1 satisfies a linear equation, (D) does hold, 
and u’ is independent of ,I. Similarly, if the first k ime derivatives ar  0(1) 
initially, then {ui} i< k are independent of 1 (Theorem 3). Kreiss and his co- 
workers have proven statements like (A)-(E) for more general problems 
where the large operator ,@a,, has variable coefficients, under additional 
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assumptions i cluding that at least [(l/2) x number of spatial dimen- 
sions] + 2 time derivatives ar  bounded initially [2, 5, 9, 141. As noted in 
[S] and discussed above, this assumption ensures that he first everal 
terms in the xpansion for uare independent of A, i.e., that he “fast waves” 
(with speeds 0(n)) are absent to high order, and indeed, showing how to 
pick the initial d ta to eliminate such waves is one of the major aims of 
Kreiss’ work. In contrast, [8]and the present work describe what happens 
when these waves are present, albeit nthe simpler case when the d are 
constant. 
In the next section fthis paper, the example referred to above will be 
presented. The precise statements andthe proofs ofTheorems l-3 are given 
in the succeeding three sections a dthe Euler equations will be analyzed in 
the final section. Forreferences to previous work on the incompressible 
limit ofsystem (l-1)-(1.2), see [ll]. 
II. EXAMPLES 
1. Let a(u) u,+a(u) u,+ Au,=0 for (x, Y)E T* and take initial d ta 
~(0, x, y, a) = z&x) + (l/n) u;(v). By the method of characteristics, the 
solution is given implicitly by u =u$x - t) +(l/1) uh(v - (It/a(u))). Upon 
taking two x-derivatives and solving for u,,, we find that it is 0( 1 + At*). 
Thus this initial-value problem is not uniformly well-posed, although t e 
time of existence of the solution is 0( 1) due to the fact hat Vu is 0( 1) in 
L”. It would be interesting o find an example where the time of existence 
was o( 1) as J --) 03. 
2. Consider the system 
(: )(:),+(i Y (;)..=g:;) 
with initial data ~(0, x, A) = (l/n) u:(x), ~(0, x, 2) = w:(x). Upon 
diagonalizing, we obtain 
[ u+ -2+n+4is 22 W 1 I
+ ( 2+n-Jm >[ 2 u+-2+I+$i3 21 W 1 x
=(f-IT)+ -2+R+JG7 213 c%-f) 
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[ 
u+ -2+A-$iTT 
2A 
W 
I I 
+ 2+n+&T 
( 
W 
2 )[ u+-2+l-JzT7 21 1 x
=(f-g)+ -2+n-JGT 21 m-f). 
Solving these two equations a dsubtracting he solution of the latter from 
that of the former, weobtain 
$3 1 
w=- 24; x- 
[ ( 
2+1-&y -ul 
1 A 2 ) ( 
0 x- 
2+6+&y 
2 )I 
+ [ -2+n+&TT ( 2+14iT5 23, w; x- 2 1 
-2+1-&T? 
- 21 WE ( x- 2+1+JGy )I 2 
+ j; Cf -gl,- [ ((2+L-$Tmwss)d~ 
- )f-d- I ((2+a+JiTm2)(t-d~ I 
+ 
[ 
-2+n+&TT ’ 
21 I 
C2g-fll,- u2+~ ~~~)/2)(r-s) ds 
0 
-2+n-&X ’ - 
22 s C&-f1 lx- ((2+1+~~~3/2~(r-s) ds . 0 I 
Thus, if u,!, and wi are in Hk then 
w=wZ(x-t) 
+ ‘g(x-(t-s))ds 
5 0 
- in Hkwl, (2.1) 
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(li 
ml/i.) = h’(x -At + s) ds 
0 II k-1
I 
r/l 
< Ilh’(X-At+s)lI,-, ds 
0 
<f Ilhllk? 
etc. (Here and later I/ IIs denotes the H” norm.) 
Now if the domain of x is R then from the second part of the limiting 
equations 
(: )(S),+(8 Y)(zJ.+(:, i)(LU:)r 
=Q (:, ;)(;)x=oy (2.2) 
we conclude that u” E 0, so that w” satisfies WY + W: = g, w’(0) = ~8, which 
has the solution w”= wi(x - t) + J& g(x - (t - s)) ds. Comparing this to 
(2.1) wesee that w-w’will be 0(1/A) ifand only ifs:, [f-g]I,-,,,-,,dr 
is O( l/A). Iff- g is the derivative of a function in L2(R) then this last con- 
dition is satisfied, but taking for example f - g = x/Cl +x~](~/~)+&, we 
obtain that IIs& (f- g)lx-nc,-s,ds(~o~ct1-2”/~2E. 
On the other hand, if the domain of x is [0, L] with periodic boundary 
conditions then integrating he first half of (2.2) from 0 to L shows that 
UP = (l/L) j&f - g, and hence that WY + wz = g - (l/L) Jk [f(r) - g(r)] dr, 
which has as its solution w”= W~(X - t) + sk g(x - (t-s)) ds - (t/L) 
16 [f(r) + g(r)] dr. Since it is not hard to check that 
we see that w- w” is 0( l/A) is the periodic case, just as Theorem 1says it 
should be. 
3. Let e%, + Au, =0 with initial data ~(0, x) = 0 + (l/A) U,!,(X). The 
limiting solution u”is identically zeroand hence xists for all time. 
However, the method of characteristics shows that he time of existence of 
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u remains finite when A+ co. Letting u = U’/1, we find that U’ satisfies 
e”“‘U’+IU.t=O, U’(O,x)=u~(x), so that , 
U’ = uh(x - At/e ~‘+U;(x- It+tU’+O ; 
( >> 
. 
Thus, the nonlinear first-order correction prescribed y Theorem 2below, 
namely (1 + (u’/A)) 24: +1 uf, = 0, ~‘(0, x)= U:(X), yields the correct 0(l/A) 
behavior fthe solution, whereas ifthe nonlinear te m (u’/A) u:were omit- 
ted this would no longer betrue. Note also that his term is 0( 1) since u: is 
o(n). 
III. THEOREM 1: u = u” + 0( l/A) 
The theorem concerns the initial-value problem (on R” or on the n-torus 
Tn) for the quasilinear symmetric hyperbolic system (1.5) with initial d ta 
u(0, x, /I) = z&x) +; z&x, A). (3.1) 
Saying that (1.5) issymmetric-hyperbolic means that 
(i) A’, the A’, and the d are symmetric matrices; 
(ii) There xists a positive constant co such that A0 >, co, at least ina 
neighborhood f the initial d ta; 
(iii) A’, the A’, and Fare in c” for some s > [n/2] + 2, where nis the 
number of spatial dimensions. (3.2) 
THEOREM 1. Zf the matrices c’are constant and obey (1.7), Conditions 
(1.11) and (3.2) hold and the initial data satisfy 
uz and uh are in H” and IIuh( .,A)II, < constant and (3.3) 
cq u;,, = 0, i.e., (1.6) holds, (3.4) 
then the solution u(t, x, J.) to problem (1.5) with initial data (3.1) satisfies 
II’46 4 2)-uO(t, x)ll,- 1 G c/n for t fz [0, T] (3.5) 
for some c and T independent of ;1, where u” is the solution tothe reduced 
problem (1.8~(1.10). 
Proof: It was shown in [ 121 that under the hypotheses of the theorem 
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there exists a T independent of 1 such that u(t, x, A) exists a a classical 
solution and satisfies 
II46 x3 n)ll, + lbl(4 x2 l)II,- 1 Q F (3.6) 
on the interval [0, T]. Hence, letting z = u(A) -u” - (l/A) u,it .suffLzes to 
show that JIzlJs- I 6 c/A on this [0, T]. Now it was also shown in [12] that 
when (1.7) holds, 
II.Ils-1 ~cOI’llO+ IIciaj*lls-*+ Ilp’Ils-l)~ (3.7) 
where P is the L*-projection operator nto { c’w, )w E H1 } *. We will 
proceed byestimating z ineach of the norms on the right side of (3.7). 
First of all, z satisfies 
AO(t, x u, #/A) z, +A’(t, x 24, u/A) zg + IC’zx, 
= [F(t, x u, u/A) -F(t, x, 240, O)] 
n 
+ jgo CA’(t, 4 u, u/l) - 44 x, u”, 011 u:, 
- ; t Aj( t, x, u, u/J) vq, (3.8) 
J=o 
where ax0 means d,. Now IIJ’V; x, u,u/l) - J’(f, x, u”, O)llo G IIVFIILm . 
[ 11~ - u”llo + (l/A) llullo] G c(llzllo + (l/A.)), and similar estimates hold for the 
A’, so multiplying (3.2) by z and integrating overthe spatial variables 
yields the L* energy estimate 
(3.9) 
which shows that 
on [O, T]. (3.10) 
Taking aspatial derivative D” of (3.8) yields 
A’z,” + Ajz:, + RCiz$ = CD”, A’] z, + CD”, A’] zq + DE (right side of (3.8)) 
(3.11) 
where zoL = D”z and [ , ] denotes the commutator ftwo operators. Taking 
an L* energy estimate of (3.11) directly, as suggested in [12 J, runs into the 
difficulty thathe first term on the right of (3.11) is0(l), not 0(1/A). 
However, since 
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c’z, = -; (AOU, + Ah,, -F+ C’ux,) 
so that 
IICj~,lls- 1 G c/n (3.12) 
by (2.6), (l.ll), we only need to estimate Pz’, not z’ itself. (Note that P
commutes with-derivatives since there are no boundaries.) Applying the 
projection P to(3.11), we obtain 
(PA"P)(Pz"),+(PA'P)(Pz")xj= &Gca'+F'"', (3.13) 
where 
and 
G’“‘= -PD*{A'(Z-P)z)-P[D*,A']Pz 
F'~'=PDa{A~(z-P)z}+P[D",A~]Pz 
-PD"{A'(Z-P)z,} -P[D",A'](Pz)x, 
+ PD”{right side of (3.8)). 
Multiplying (3.13) byPz", integrating overthe spatial variables, and 
integrating by parts shows that 
$(Pz",A"Pz")=2(Pz",d, G(")+2(Pz=,f10L') 
+(Pz", {AY+Ai,} Pz*) 
= 2% (Pz", G'*')-~(Pz;, G@')+ 2(Pz', pa') 
+(Pz", {AT+Aj,} Pz"), (3.14) 
where (, ) denotes the L2 inner product. Now since A0 is positive definite, 
PA'P is invertible on the range of P, so 
Pz;=(PA'P)-' {J,G '"'-(PA'P)Pz;,+F("'} 
and hence 
-2(Pz;, G'"')= -2(8, G'"', (PA'P)-' G "')+ Z-Z'"' 
= -f (G'"', (pAOp)-' G "') 
+ (G'"', ((PA'P)-'}, G'*')+ H'"'. 
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Substituting hisinto (3.14) yields 
; Q(=k; {(Pz”, A’Pz”)-~(Pz”, G ‘) +(G’“‘, (ZV’P)-’ G *‘)} 
<c{ IIPz”II; + k’“‘}. (3.15,) 
Since for ICY/ <s- 1, J(G’*‘ll,+ /1F@)lj o~~~~~/~~+II~~ll,-~+II~~-~~~ll,~~ 
c”((l/J) + IIPzll,-,) by (3.10), (3.12), itis not hard to see that 
IkCa)l < c( IIPzllf- , + ( l/n2)). Furthermore, (IG@)(lo < c(( l/n) + IlPzll ,a- i), so 
that 
1 Q(‘)r; lIDkPzlJ;-c 
Ia:( =k 
Hence for some {cj}, 
(3.16) 
since IIPzll~<c/L’ by (3.10). Thus, summing c,,,.(3.15,) over ltll <s--l 
gives us a differential inequality ford/df of the left side of (3.16) that 
implies 
lIPzlls-*<c (3.17) 
IV. THEOREM 2: THE FIRST-ORDER CORRECTION 
Define the first-order correction U’ = u + ii’ by 
ii’(0, x) =l&x) - u(0, x), (4.2) 
where the subscript 0 indicates hat he function isto be evaluated at 
(t, x, u’, 0). Also, let To be the maximal time up to which u” exists, remains 
in W, and stays in the set for which (3.2ii) s satisfied, l t T be the 
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maximal time up to which Ilii‘(A)l\ s _ , < constant < co for all 1sufficiently 
large, and let T* = min( T,, T, ). 
THEOREM 2. Assume in addition tothe hypotheses ofTheorem 1 that 
s B [n/2] + 5 and that 
up, x, 1) = u@) +; u:(x) + + ui(x, A), 
where u;(x) is the same as in (4.2), ~8, u:, and ui are in H”, and 
Il&6 n)ll, G c. 
Then T, > 0 and for any T < T* 
II 
u(t,x, A)-u”(t,x)-; [u(t,x)+ii’(t,x, A)] 
I/ 
< c/n2 
s-3 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
on [0, T] provided L is greater than some Izo. In particular, u(n) exists on 
[0, T] for I> ilo. The constants c and I, depend on T, but not on 2. 
Proof. We first how that (4.1)-(4.2) has a unique solution on some 
fixed time interval [0,PI], on which ii’(A) satisfies 
llir’(A)ll,~2+; llii’(n)(l,-I+ y A-’ llafiil(n)ll,-,-i<c. 
i=l 
Since ii’ satisfies an quation fthe form 
A’(& x, ii’/J) ii; + A’(t, x)iif,+IC’%;,+D(t, x) ii’=F(t, x), 
the resealed variable U =ii’/l satisfies 
A’(t,x, U) U,+A’(t,x) U,+IC’U,+DU=+ (4.8) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Furthermore, thebound ii:(O) = 0(A) translates into U,(O) = O(l), so 
system (4.8) satisfies th  hypotheses of.Theorem 1of [ 123 and Theorem 1
above with sreplaced by s - 1.’ Hence a solution to (4.7) exists onsome 
interval [0, Tr] independent of Iz and resealing thebounds [12; 2.8,2.9] 
and (3.5) yields (4.6). 
Remark 4.1. By a slight generalization we can obtain a uniform 
existence result for systems ofthe form 
A’(t, x, u/l) u, + A’(t, x u, u/n) u,, + Wu, = F 
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with initial d ta such that u(0) = O(l), u,(O) = O(n). Again we rescale by 
U = u/J to obtain 
A’(& x, U) U,+ A’(& x, XJ, U) Ux,+~~CJx,=fF(r, x, AU, U) (4.9) 
with U(0) = 0(1/J.) and U,(O) = O(1). Theorem 1of [12] does not apply 
directly o (4.9) because ofthe dependence of A’ and F on J.U. However, by
performing theestimates of Theorem 1here simultaneously with those of 
[12] and using the former in the latter, the correct I-dependence is 
restored, andso we obtain the desired result (cf. (4.17t(4.18) below). 
Next, define w(n) by u(J) =u” + (1/1)[v + ii’(n) + w(n)]. Since (4.6) 
holds on at least a fixed time interval [0, 7’,], inorder to complete he 
proof of Theorem 2it suffices to show that, for 1 sufficiently large, w(A) 
exists and is 0( l/n) in w-3 on any time interval on which u” and ii’ exist 
in Zi-’ and the latter obeys (4.6). Henceforth we assume that hese con- 
ditions hold on [0, T]. From Eq. (1.5), (1.8), (4.1) wefind that w satisfies 
u’+;[u+li’+w, 
1 
u”+- [u+i71+w] 
A 
+ AC%, - Dw = F, + ; F2( w), (4.10) 
where 
and 
F2=A2 F-Fo-;(v+il’+w) 
-1 i (A’- Ai,) u,, 
Here for simplicity of presentation we have assumed that A’, A’, and F 
depend only on U, so that F= F(u” +(l/L)[v + ~7’ + w]), F, = F(u’), and 
505/75;1-2 
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(aF/-lau), = dF/du lu= UO, etc. Recall the definitions of the seminorms 111 (I( k,A, 
III Ill E,(k)y and Ill IIIE2(k) fromWI 
lll~lllk,~.= II’Ilk+ i ‘l-j Ilq’llk-j, 
j= 1 
Ill . I l i,(k) = c (D”.,AOD”.) 
Ial <k 
+iA 2(l-j)(g ., pai;. ), 
i= 1 
and 
k-l 
Ill . III E2(k)= C IIJ’-jqV.llk-j-13 
j=l 
where Da and V include only spatial derivatives. Note that 
III III E,(k) + 111 111 El(k) is equivalent to he norm I)/ IIlk, 1 with bounds indepen- 
dent of II. 
It is straightforward to check that D, Fi, and F, satisfy 
Ilapll,-,-i<c2 
lll~~lll~-2,~+~Il~~ll~-~Q~ 
lll~2llls-2,~.~G(Ill~Ills-2,~)~ 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Noting (4.3), (l.lO), (4.2) imply that /w(O, x A)ll,- z < c/A and hence that 
II w,(O, x A)ll,- 3 < c, we conclude that if D satisfied 
lll~llls-2,1~c (4.14) 
instead of(4.11) then Theorem 1of [12] applied tosystem (4.10) would 
show that 
because the nonlinear terms in (4.10) all have a factor fl/A in them. 
Estimates (4.15~(4.16) would imply that w(A) existed inWe2 on [0, T] 
provided I was sufficiently largeand that [(I ~((1 s-2 I G c; Theorem 1would 
then show that llwllS _ 3 < c/A as desired since from ‘the equation satisfied by 
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the limiting solution w” =lim, _m w(A) we see that w” = 0. But even with D
satisfying (4.1 i), the extra power of l/A needed in the estimates of 
Theorem 1 of [12] can be obtained by performing the estimates of 
Theorem 1here simultaneously with those of [12]. That is, since at most 
(s -2) derivatives of (4.10) are taken in making the estimates, and adif- 
ficulty arises inthe stimates from [12] only when at least one derivative, 
including allthe time derivatives, are applied toD, it suffices forw to be 
0( l/A) in El-‘, as shown in Theorem 1here, inorder to restore the correct 
A-dependence to the estimates of [12]. For example, taking one time 
derivative of (4.10) and multiplying by 2w, we obtain 
$ (w,, A’w,) d [other terms] + 2(w,, D,w), (4.17) 
and 
2(wt, D w)G Ilw,ll;+ CIID,lls-2 I 4lo1’ 
G Ilw,lli$ + C(cn)(c/n)12 
G llwll;+~ (4.18) 
so that (1 w,ljo remains O(1) as required. That is, defining 
Ill III k,(k) = Ill II/&) + 4 .Y A0 . ) 
k-1 
+A C cj C {(PD~.,A~PD~.) 
j=l b ==j 
-2(PD".,G"(.))+(G"(.),(PA"P)-'G*(.))}, 
where 
G"(.)= -PD"[A'(I-P)(.)]-P[D", ,~O](P(.)), 
so that. 
III 111 E,(k) + 111 111 .&k) ~c[III iiik,l+AII ilk--l], 
we obtain (4.15)-(4.16) with 111 IlIE, replaced by 111 Ills,, andthese show that 
w exists on[0, T] and is 0( l/A) in WP3, provided that 12 some I,. 
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V. THEOREM 3: THE FULL EXPANSION 
Having otten past he nonlinear first correction, the rest of the expan- 
sion can be obtained ina fashion a alogous to[S]. 
THEOREM 3. (i) Zf in addition t  the hypotheses of Theorem 2, 
u(0, x, A) = l&x, +; l&x) + . . . + in H” (5.1) 
then on any interval [0,T] with T< T* 
u(t, x, 2) = uO(t, x)+iCv(t, x) + ii’(t, x, A)] +$ u2(t, x A) 
+ in HSP4 (5.2) 
for ,? sufficiently large, where the ui for 2 < i < p satisfy linear symmetric 
hyperbolic systems with coefficients d pending on vand the Ic’ with j< i - 1, 
and have initial d ta ub. Furthermore, if u(0, x, I) = CTzo A-‘u;(x) converges 
in H” then u’(t, x 2) + (l/A)[v(t, x)-tii’(t, x, A)] +Cim_2 A-‘u’(t, x, A)con- 
verges tou(I) in C”( [0, T]; HSe4) provided 1 is sufficiently large. 
(ii) Zf in addition 
cqu:, - v(0)) xi= 0; i.e., ti:(O, x, A) = 0( 1 ), (5.3) 
then for any T < To and for 1 sufficiently large, 
(a) ii’(A) exists on[0, T]; 
(b) ii:(t, x, 1) and ul,(t, x, A) are O(1) on [0, T]; 
(c) ii’(A) = z?‘(l) + 0(1/A) in C”( [0, T]; ZPV3), where ii”’ solves 
equation (4.1) for ii’ with the term (~/~)[u”(~A~/~(~/A)),+ {v+ii’} 
(aA”/&4),] omitted, 
(d) i?(t, x A) = u!+ o(1) ih C?( [0, T]; WP3), where u!+ satisfies 
the quation 
Az(u:), + A{(u:),+ Cjvz, = right side of (4.1) 
cqu’,)xj=o 
(5.4) 
with initial data (4.2). Furthermore, lj- v2 satisfies ( 1.11) then 
2 = u: + O( l/A). 
Also, given (1.6), Condition (5.3) is equivalent to he condition that 
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u,,(d,x,A) be O(1); ifin addition ai,u(t,x,n)l,=o=O(l)for O<idp then 
p - 1 time derivatives of u are 0( 1) on [0, T] and the first p - 1 terms in 
expansion (5.2) can be made independent of 1. 
Remark. Expansion (5.2) can be differentiated with respect totime 
provided that for every time derivative taken, the order of the error is 
increased by apower of A and the order of the ZP space in which the result 
holds is reduced byone. This fact shows that, asexpected, ven the higher 
order waves have speeds not greater then O(A); the proof is similar to that 
of the theorem. 
Proof (i) Writing (4.10) symbolically, as L(t, x, w/A, A) w = 
F, + (l/A) F2(w), wedefine a sequence w”by w’ = 0, 
L(t,x,~wfl,l)wfl~‘=F1+fq(W.) (5.5) 
1 
-w”+‘(O)+;+ ... +&) n+l 
1 
(5.6) 
for n> 1. By the method of Section IV, we obtain the estimate 
111~n+1111s-2.1+~Il~n+111s-3~~ 
on [0, T]. Furthermore, since w”+’ -w” satisfies 
= L t, x, f wn- ‘, 3, - L(t, x, ; wn, A 
[ ( ) )I wn 
+; [F*(w”)-F*(w”-‘)I (5.7) 
with wn+‘(0) - w”(O) = O(A-“), we obtain by another application of the 
same method 
IIW ??+I- w”JJ,-4<f llWn- w”-~Il,,+~ II~;f+‘ll.-4. (5.8) 
Now if ~(0, x, A) = xi”=, I-%;(x) converges then (5.8) shows that w” con- 
verges in Hs-4 as n -+ cc provided A 2 some A,,, and by uniqueness 
lim, _m w” = w, so that defining un =A”- ‘(wn -wn-‘) we have the con- 
clusion fthe theorem. Ifonly (5.1) holds then using the definitions 
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ug+‘(n)=np”[u(O,x,~)-u~... -(l/LP)@] and r&=0 for k>p+l in 
(5.6) and proceeding as before w obtain (5.2). 
(ii) When (5.3) holds then (4.7) satisfies th  hypotheses of Theorem 1
of [12] and Theorem 1here without any need to rescale and conclusions 
ad follow easily from those theorems applied to(4.7). Part a follows 
from the fact hat he nonlinear terms in the estimates are0(1/J). Tosee 
that (5.3) is equivalent to he condition that u,, be O(l), note that he 
latter issatisfied ffCju,,, is0(1/L). But c’ ajut( -Ciaj(A;)-' 
[A~~O,~+C~(U~),-~;O]I~=~+~(~/~) = -cja,(~;)-1 [c~(u;),,-Cam,, 
-~~u~(0)]1,=,+0(1/~)= - ~c~~~](z-P)(A~)-~(z-P)c~(~~-u(o)),+ 
0(1/J.) because c’aj(&J-‘A~u~(0)=O by (1.9). NOW (Z-P)(&)’ (Z-P) 
is positive definite on (I- P) L2 and d aj cp #0 if cp is a nonzero element of
(Z-P) L2, so C&(O) is 0(1/L) iff C(uA- u(O)),,= 0. Finally, the case 
when more than two time derivatives of u are bounded initially is handled 
similarly, since we infer f om the above that if 8; u 1 I = 0 = O( 1) for i< p then 
the constraining forces uimust be in L2 for i< p - 2, so that replacing ui in 
expansion (5.2) by pi, +(l/1) u’+ ’causes no problem in the calculation 
of u’+‘. 
VI. THE ACCOUSTIC CORRECTION TO INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW 
The equations of lightly compressible fluid dynamics an be written i
the form 
.(,,+;,s) [r,+(U.V)rl+~V.u=O (6.1) 
p(P,f;,S)[u,+(~.v)ul+iVr=O (6.2) 
S,+(u.V)S=O, (6.3) 
where Sis the entropy, a = (l/p)(ap/aP), and the other variables areas in 
(l.l)-(1.2). 
THEOREM 4. Let the initial d ta for system (6.1)-(6.3) be 
r(0, x, A.) = ri + i r;(x), u(0 x, 2) = u: +; u;(x), 
qu, x, 1) = g(x) +; s;(x), (6.4) 
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where ach function i (6.4) is in H” with s3 [n/2] + 2 and 
Vri = 0 = V. u:(x). (6.5) 
Assume also that aand p are in c” and are positive in aneighborhood f the 
initial data. Then 
(i) The solution (r, u, S) of (6.1 k(6.4) exists inH” on a time interval 
[0, T] independent of 1, and on this interval 
r=rt+o(l), u=uO+o(l), S=S’+o(l) in H”-“, (6.6) 
where u” and So are the unique solution fthe limiting equations describing 
the incompressible flow of a variable-density fluid 
p(P,,S0)[u~+(u0~v)u0]+v71=o (6.7) 
sy+(u”.v)so=o (6.8) 
V.uO=O (6.9) 
uO(O, x) = l&x), SO(0, x) = s;(x). (6.10) 
(Since p depends only on So and the constant POin the limit, Eq. (6.8) can 
also be written as (po), + (u” . V) p. = 0. Here, as usual, the subscript 0 
indicates that p is to be evaluated at(PO, S”(t, x)).) Because the constant 
(l/A) r8 could be absorbed into PO, we will assume from now on that rz = 0. 
(ii) Let [0, To] b e a mite time interval on which u” and ,!?’ exist in f 
H” and are such that a, and p. are positive. Then for sufficiently large 1, 
(r(A), u(I), S(I1)) exists on [0, To] and the conclusion of (i) holds on this 
interval. 
(iii) Assume that s > [n/2] + 5. When the -domain of the spatial 
variables is the n-torus T”or when it is R” with n# 2, then on [0, To] 
(6.11) 
where the first-order corrections r”‘, u’, and S’ satisfy 
[a,+: (s’) ($ ,1 r’:+aouo.Vr”‘+lV.u’= -ao[7r,+(uo.V)7z] 
(6.12) 
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[Po+;w(gJ 2.4: + po(uO . V) 24’ + A VF’ 
[u~+(u”.v)uo]-po(ul.v)uo. (6.13) 
0 
s:+(uO.v)s’= -(u’.V)SO (6.14) 
r”(0) = r:, - ?r(O), U’(0) = u;, S’(0) = s;. (6.15) 
(iv) On R2 the estimate (6.11) does not hold in general, but the error 
terms of (6.6) can be improved in H”- ’ to 0( &$A) under the assumption 
that 
S:(x) in some Lp space with 1~ p < 2. (6.16) 
However (6.11)-(6.15) do hold when u” and So are independent of time. 
(v) When u8 = 0 = SE then (6.12)-(6.14) can be reduced to the wave 
equation 
+ P(Po> SE) + (&/A) S;(x) 
vsgx) .V?’ =0, (6.17) 
where the 6, are constants; (6.11), (6.17) are valid in this case even on R2. 
(Equation (6.17) shows how small entropy ,variations modijy the standard 
accoustic equation (ap/ap) ?j, - A2 A?' = 0, to which (6.17) reduces when 
S:,=O.) 
ProoJ: (i) System (6.1)-(6.3) satisfies Condition (1.7), so that 
Theorems 1 and 2 of [12] show that the system is uniformly well-posed, 
that (6.7k(6.8) and (6.6) with rz replaced by r” hold, and that Vrz = 0 and 
ao[r9+(uo.V)r0]+V.v=0 (6.18) 
for some v. On R”, Vr” = 0 = Vrg shows that r” = 0 = r8, while on T” we can 
integrate (6.18) over space and use the facts that Vr” = 0 and a0 > 0 to 
obtain ry = 0, so that again r O - r 8. Note also that this implies that we can 
let v = 0 in either case. Part (ii) was proven in [ 131. 
(iii) and (v). When the domain of the spatial variables is T” then n and 
its derivatives, being in Lf,, are of course in L2, i.e., (1.11) is satisfied with v 
replaced by x. Hence (6.11)-(6.15) hold by Theorem 2. If ~8 = 0 = Z$ then 
u” = 0, JY’ = 0 would clearly satisfy (6.7k(6.10) and so is the solution by 
uniqueness. This implies that rc = 0, so that in this case (6.12~(6.15) hold 
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for R” also. Now (6.14) with u” = 0 = So shows that ,S’(t, x) = S;(x) and 
hence combining the time derivative of (6.12) with the divergence of (6.13) 
yields (6.16). 
When the spatial domain is R” and the limiting solution is onzero, we
need an equation for 7~ to determine ifit is in L2. Dividing (6.7) by 
p. = p(Po, So) and taking the divergence of the result, we obtain 
-v .j-j&vn=~a;aj(.o)i(.o~, > i. j 
(6.19) 
which is the generalization of ( 1.12). Now Eq. (6.19) iselliptic just like 
(1.12), but this just means that (6.19) controls the decay of the Fourier 
transform 72(k) for large k. In other words the fact, guaranteed by
Theorem 2 of [ 121, that VK is in H”- ’ could be deduced directly from 
(6.19). In particular, [Vn]A (k) is in L2, and since only VX, not 71 itself, 
occurs in the limiting equation (6.7), we are free to define K by 
i(k) = (l/k’) k.[VK] h (k). (Note that kg(k) recovers [Vn] h (k) since we 
know that VX is orthogonal in L2 to all Q in CF such that V. Q = 0.) That 
is, g(k) is a function and 7c will be in L2 iff 
fiy i,<,,,<’ FWl*~“k--. (6.20) 
Thus we want to see what (6.19) implies about 72(k) for small k. (If we 
could invert the divergence op rator then (6.19) would say that (l/p) Vnis 
in L’ so that 6(k) would look like c/k at the origin, a dhence (6.20) would 
hold for n2 3 but not for n= 2, exactly asis claimed.) 
Writing (6.19) as
-dn=p, vi .(Vn)+p,u$4~ ( ) (6.21) 
and noting that he right side of (6.21) isin L’, we conclude from the 
Fourier t ansform f (6.21) that 
I%(k)1 < c/k23 (6.22) 
so that (6.20) certainly holds when n > 5. Differentiating (6.21)with respect 
to time we obtain analogous results for the time derivatives of a,so by 
Theorem 2(6.11 k(6.15) isvalid in this case. 
When n = 4 the bound (6.22) and the fact that Va is in L2 show that 72(k) 
is in Lp + L* for 1~ p < 2, and hence that z is in L” + L2, but we can 
improve this estimate by rewriting (6.21) as
-A (-p.{; Vlnpo+V~uo@uo 1. (6.23) 
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since the term in brackets on the right side of (6.23) isin L*, [ 1 - Z,(k)] 
[n/p01 A (k) is in L*. To estimate Z,(k)[n/p,] A (k), note that since 
[(l/p,)V InpO] h is in L*, the function [(n/pO)Vln pO] h lies in L’+ L” 
for 2 < r < cc by (the generalized form of) Young’s inequality andour 
estimate for 72. Now Z,(k)(l/lkl) . tsinLqfor1<q<4,soontakingr=10 
and q = 5/2 (but q= 2 instead for the L” piece), we find from (6.23) that 
Z,(k)[n/po] A (k) is also in L2. This argument also works when we take 
time derivatives of (6.23), so (6.11)-(6.15) holdsfor R4. 
In the case n= 3 we obtain stead that fi(k) is in Lp + L2 for 16 p < 3/2, 
and hence that [(n/pa) V In pO] A is in L’ for 2Q r < 6, while Z,(k)( l/lkj) is 
in Ly for 1 <q< 3. Hence by (6.23) Z,(k)[x/p] h is in Lp for 1 <p ~2. 
Since [1 - Z,(k)][n/po] A is in L* as before, [rr/pO] A is in Lp + L* for 
1 d p < 2, and iterating this argument shows that [n/p,,] h is in L* exactly 
as in the case n= 4 and hence (6.11)-(6.15) holdsonce more. Finally, the
case n= 1 is trivial since in one dimension V.u” = 0 implies no= 0 which 
implies X=0. (Note in passing, however, that in one dimension the 
equation 
d 1 d ---- 
dx p(x) dx 4x1 =&w 
with nonzero fin HZ has the solution Z(X) = - j;, p( y ) f’(y) dy + constant, 
which in general will be only in Lf,,, not L*, if pis not constant.) 
(iv) We first how that if (6.16) holds then u= u” + 0(m/A), etc. 
Since SE is in Lp, Eq. (6.8) shows that S’(t, .)is in Lp for all t. From the 
Gagliardo-Nirenberg i equalities and the fact that $’ is in HZ we find that 
V,!?’ isin L4 with l/q = (1/2)(( l/2) + (l/p)); note that since p is less than 2, 
so is q. Now approximate 71 by modifying (6.19) to
&;-v.~v~“=p3i~j(uo)i(Uo)‘. 
i, i (6.24) 
On taking the inner product of (6.24) with x’, we deduce that 
E~(x’/; + cllVrc”lI~ 6 c”. From the derivatives of (6.24) weconclude similarly 
that s\)rc’ll~ + c V7t”ll,Z- 1 Q c1 and this implies that [x/p] h is in Lq. Next, 
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Now 1 -a is less than one, so that the inequality mplies that 
WII Lad cs\\f,[rc’/nO] A I\ tP+ c(r~, 6) where 11, like S, is a small constant to 
be chosen later. Next, writing (6.24) as
in analogy to (6.23) and taking the Fourier t ansform, we find that 
Integrating ) [ ”/~ J A14 over the set {Jkl <61, we find that 
taking 6 and q sufficiently sma lwe obtain IIZa[n”/po] Ir IILq <c with c 
independent of E, and hence also )I [rc”/~~] A 11L4 <c3. 
Now we can find a subsequence of the A’ such that Vx’ converges in 
H’- * to Vrc and rrE converges weakly in Lq’@ -r) to some J/, and it is not 
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hard to see that we can take 7c to be II/, i.e., z is in Ly’(4- l). It then follows 
from (6.23) that 
so that 
II (1 + k2)“‘2 [ 1- Z,-,,,,-,,(k)] [i] * (Wl~LqGcJi;;;i (b-25) 
for large 3, (since n EL(Yl(Y-i)) and Vn E Hs- ’ implies K EL” and hence 
[I,[x/p,,] h 1 ” E H”), and similarly, 
II 
(1 + k2)“‘2 (In-w-y,(k)) (6.26) 
and 
II (1 + k2)(s- ‘)‘2(ZA-1,(z-q,(k)) k < CJ. -2A2 - 4’ <c/n. 
(6.27) 
Now define A’ = p,[(l - ZA-1,,2-y,(k)) [rt/pO] h (k)] ”, specialize (3.8) to 
our set of equations, andmodify the result slightly o obtain 
= -; [n;l+u.V7c”] (6.28) 
p[(u-u”},+(u.v){u-uo}]+A.v 
= -{p-PO} up- [{pu-pouO} .V] uO+V(n-7P) (6.29) 
{s-s”},+(u.v){s-so) = -{u-u”} so (6.30) 
(6.31) 
System (6.28)-(6.31) can be treated by the method of Section III as a linear 
system for {r - (l/d) R’}, {U - u’}, and {S- So}, so in order to determine 
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the size of the solution it suffices to estimate the nonhomogeneous terms 
and the initial d ta. Now 
+ po IA-w-q)(k) k - 
[ [~olAIVlli~ 
G IIVPO II LU 11 Zplitz-qdk) [i] A (k)II Lq + IIPollLz 
. Z,-,/(2-q)(k) k (;) A (k)ll L2< c/J. II by (6.26H6.27). 
Ah 11(1/l) ~‘11L2and [/(l/A) rcfI[ Lo are <c(m)/2 by (6.25) and an 
analogous e timate for nf. Since the spatial derivatives of these terms can 
be treated atleast as easily, the estimates of Section III show that 
Y = O(Jiz/A), 24 =u” + 0(&z/A), and S = So + O(m/A) in H”- ‘. 
To complete he proof of Theorem 4, we will show that K and its 
derivatives ar  inL* if the incompressible zero-order flow is time-indepen- 
dent, but that here exist p0and u” for which rt is not in L*. When the flow 
is steady, i.e., po(uo . V) r.4’ + V7c =0, (u’ .V) 9’ = 0, and V. U’ = 0, then since 
p. = p(P,, So), we also have (u’ .V) p. = 0. Hence (u’ .V) pouo +Vn = 0, 
i.e., -Arc =ai 8, po(uo)’ (u”Y, so that rc is in L*. 
On the other hand, Eq. (6.23) implies that if 71 is in L* then 
JR2 rrV(l/po) = 0,since otherwise I [rc/po] A (k)l will be greater than c/k 
near k= 0. Take any a: in H” with += xi, jai a,(z&)’ (uiy’# 0,and define 
d’) by 
-V.lV+‘r$. (6.32) 
Now pick fin Cr such that frr(‘) Vf #0 and consider what happens when 
the initial density isp&*) = l/Cl +.sf]. That is, let it satisfy 
-V-(1 +&f)v#)=$. (6.33) 
From (6.32t(6.33) we obtain 
-V*(l +&f)v[n (*)-7p’] = -&V pp’; 
taking the inner product with rr(*) - rr(i) yields 
IlV(~ *) - ?r”‘)ll L2 < callfll LrnIImc(‘)II L2. (6.34) 
26 
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I ?P V( 1 + &f) 
= s [G’ - x(l)] V(1 + &f) 
+.I 76’) V( 1 + &f) 
=E [V(n sC2)- d”)] f+ &j761) Vf 
sincefis in CF. The last term is a constant times a, while the one preceding 
it is O(.s2) by(6.34), so that if Eis sufficiently sma lthen 
s 7TC2) vpp # 0, (6.35) 
and hence a(*) is not in L2. Since the integral in (6.35) iscontinuous in 
time, the same will be true for small positive t. Hence (l/A) R’# 0( l/A), 
and then (6.28~(6.31) shows that neither is, at least for some small fixed 
time. 
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